Molecular layer inhibitory interneurons generate on-beam and off-beam inhibition in the cerebellar cortex that is hypothesized to control the timing and/or spatial patterning of Purkinje cell discharge. On- and off-beam inhibition has been assumed to be spatially uniform and continuous within a folium. Using flavoprotein autofluorescence optical imaging in the mouse cerebellar cortex in vivo, this study demonstrates that the inhibition evoked by parallel fiber and peripheral stimulation results in parasagittal bands of decreases in fluorescence that correspond to zebrin II-positive bands. The parasagittal bands of decreased fluorescence are abolished by GABAA antagonists and reflect the activity of molecular layer interneurons on their targets. The same banding pattern was observed using Ca\(^{2+}\) imaging. The bands produce spatially specific decreases in the responses to peripheral input. Therefore, molecular layer inhibition is compartmentalized into zebrin II parasagittal domains that differentially modulate the spatial pattern of cerebellar cortical activity.
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Introduction

The extent and complexity of molecular layer interneurons (MLIs) within the cerebellar cortex suggest that these neurons play an important role in cerebellar information processing. The MLIs include basket and stellate cells (Eccles et al., 1967), receiving parallel fiber (PF) input and exerting GABAergic inhibition on Purkinje cells (PCs) (Andersen et al., 1964; Eccles et al., 1966a,b; Hauser and Clark, 1997). Based on the length of their axonal projections, the MLIs are generally grouped into two categories: (1) neurons, including superficial stellate cells, with short axons branching near the cell body that generate on-beam inhibition, and (2) neurons, including basket cells and deeper stellate cells, with long axons extending perpendicularly to the PFs that generate off-beam inhibition (Scheibel and Scheibel, 1954; Mugnaini, 1972).

The cerebellum has been argued to be a “neuronal machine” with stereotypical neuronal elements and circuitry that processes afferent input similarly throughout the structure and provides for a common computational algorithm (Eccles et al., 1967; Brairtenberg, 2002). With the exception of the flocculus and select cell types such as the unipolar brush cells (Mugnaini et al., 1997), the neuronal distribution in the cerebellar cortex is relatively uniform (Braitenberg, 2002). Accordingly, the on- and off-beam inhibition generated by stellate and basket cells along a beam of PFs has also been assumed to be uniform and continuous (Eccles et al., 1967; Palay and Chan-Palay, 1974).

Although the distribution of cell types and the cortical circuitry are stereotypical, the cerebellum is highly compartmentalized in both its connections and molecular distributions. The climbing fiber projection to PCs from the inferior olive and the PC projection to the cerebellar nuclei are organized in parasagittal zones (Brodal and Kawamura, 1980; Voogd and Bigare, 1980). Mossy fiber projections into the granular layer also terminate in parasagittal aggregations (Yaginuma and Matsushita, 1989; Ji and Hawkes, 1994). At the molecular level, a parasagittal zonation is evident in the distributions of various markers, including zebrin II (Hawkes et al., 1992; Herrup and Kuenmerle, 1997). Glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD), the rate limiting enzyme in the synthesis of GABA, exhibits a parasagittal zonation in PCs (Chan-Palay et al., 1981). However, the distribution of GAD in MLIs was not described. Whereas molecular layer GABA\(_A\) receptors exhibit some compartmentalization in the posterior vermis of the rat (Turgeon and Albin, 1993), GABA\(_A\) receptors on PCs and MLIs appear to be distributed uniformly (Edgar and Schwartz, 1990; Laurie et al., 1992), and there is no physiological evidence that molecular layer inhibition is nonuniform.

Using flavoprotein autofluorescence and Ca\(^{2+}\) imaging in vivo (Reinert et al., 2004; Sullivan et al., 2005), the present study shows that PF stimulation not only results in on-beam increases in fluorescence but also off-beam decreases in fluorescence organized into parasagittal bands in register with zebrin II-positive zones. Peripheral stimulation also evokes bands of decreased fluorescence in register with the bands evoked by surface stimulation. The parasagittal compartmentalization of molecular layer inhibitory activity extends its role from controlling timing to controlling the spatial flow of information.

Materials and Methods

Animal preparation. All animal experimentation was approved by and conducted in conformity with the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee of the University of Minnesota. Experimental details on the animal preparation and optical imaging techniques are only briefly described because these have been provided in previous publications (Reinert et al., 2004). Adult male FVB mice (Charles River Laboratories, Wilmington, MA) ages 3–10 months were anesthetized by either intraperitoneal injection of 2 mg/kg urethane or induction with intramuscular acepromazine (2 mg/kg), followed by 1.5 mg/kg urethane. Animals were mechanically ventilated and paralyzed with gallamine triethiodide (0.05 ml, 20 mg/ml, i.m.) and placed in a stereotaxic frame, and body temperature was feedback regulated. The electrocardiogram was monitored to assess the depth of anesthesia. After exposing Crus I and II, a watertight chamber of acrylic was built up around the exposed folia and filled with Ringer’s solution gassed with 95% O2 and 5% CO2. The stimulation strength was adjusted to just evoke filled with Ringer's solution gassed with 95% O2 and 5% CO2.

Drug administration. All drugs were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO), including glutamate (L-glutamic acid), muscimol (5-aminomethyl-3-hydroxyisoxazol, bicuculline 1-[s, 9(R)-(-)-bicuculline methochloride], and diphenylhexaoeniodon chloride (DPI). Both bicuculline and DPI in normal Ringer’s solution were applied to the cerebellar surface by replacing the solution in the chamber. Microinjection of 0.1 μl of muscimol, glutamate, Ca2+ dye, or normal Ringer’s solution over 2.5 s into the upper molecular layer was performed with a glass electrode using a pico-injection system (PLI-100; Medical Systems, Greenville, NY).

Surface and peripheral stimulation and electrophysiological monitoring techniques. A para-lyed glass microelectrode (2–5 MΩ) placed just below the cerebellar surface was used to activate PSs. Typical parameters for surface stimulation were a train of 50–200 μA, 100 μs pulses at 10 Hz for 10 s. A range of surface stimulation parameters were also tested. To evoke peripheral responses, bipolar stimulation of the ipsilateral 3C vibrissal pad was performed with two electrodes placed ~1 mm apart and stimulated using 20 V. 300 μs pulses at 10 Hz for 10 s (Hanson et al., 2000). The stimulation strength was adjusted to just evoke a small twitch.

Extracellular field potentials or single-neuron firing was recorded with glass microelectrodes (2–5 MΩ) using conventional electrophysiological techniques. Single-unit recordings were restricted to the molecular and PC layers. The recording electrode was introduced cau-
dally and followed the orientation of the parasagittal bands to ensure that the position of the recording electrode remained on-band or off-band. The presence of spontaneous complex spikes and simple spikes was used to identify PCs. All other cells were classified as unidentified cerebellar neurons. The field potentials and single-unit recording data were digitized (25 kHz) on-line and stored for additional off-line analysis, including discrimination and construction of peristimulus histograms of the spike discharge in 1 ms bins (Spike 2; Cambridge Electronics Design, Cambridge, UK). The duration and amplitude of the decreases in the firing rate were determined from the histograms. To ensure that the onset and end of the change in firing to surface stimulation, the mean and SD of the 20 ms baseline firing was first computed. The onset of the decrease in firing was defined as the first bin in which the firing was less than the mean minus 2 SDs, and the end was defined when the firing exceeded this level. The average decrease during that period was defined as the reduction in firing. Both the location of the recordings and the amplitude of the responses (increases and decreases to surface stimulation) were compared with the optical signals.

Optical imaging. The animal in the stereotaxic frame was placed on an x–y stage mounted on a modified Nikon (Tokyo, Japan) epifluorescence microscope fitted with a 4× objective. Images of Crus II were acquired with a Quantix cooled charge coupled device camera with 12 bit digitization (Roper Scientific, Tucson, AZ). A 100 W mercury–xenon lamp (Hamamatsu Photonics, Shizouka, Japan) with a direct current (DC)-controlled power supply (Opti Quip, Highland Mills, NY) was used as the light source. Images were binned 2 × 2 to yield images of 256 × 256 pixels with a resolution of ~10 × 10 μm per pixel. Imaging flavoprotein autofluorescence was used a bandpass excitation filter (455 ± 35 nm), an extended reflectance dichroic mirror (500 nm), and a >515 nm long-
pass emission filter (Reinert et al., 2004).

To test whether the response pattern evoked by surface stimulation was coupled directly to neuronal activity, Ca2+ imaging was undertaken after autofluorescence imaging for a group of animals. This required removal of the surface electrode and making multiple microinjections of a Ca2+ dye indicator to stain Crus II. The solution consisted of 10 mM Oregon Green 488 BAPTA-1/AM (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) dissolved in DMSO plus 20% Pluronic F-127 solution (Invitrogen) and diluted 20 times in normal Ringer’s solution (Stussiek et al., 2003; Sullivan et al., 2005). A glass micropipette with resistance of ~1–5 MΩ was filled with the dye and inserted into the cerebellar cortex to a depth of ~300–400 μm. The dye was injected over 2 s with 100 KpA. The pipette was then moved to another location on the folium, and the dye solution was injected. This was repeated at a density of ~0.05 mm2/injection until the exposed portion of Crus II was stained (~30 microinjections). After 30 min, the stimulation electrode was reinstalled and the response to surface stimulation was imaged using a custom Ca2+ filter set with excitation at 490–510 nm, a long-pass dichroic mirror of 515 nm, and emission at 520–530 nm. This filter set excluded almost the entire autofluorescence signal.

Each trial consisted of a series of 10 control frames followed by a series of 100 experimental frames, with an exposure time of 200 ms for each frame. Surface stimulation was initiated at the onset of the experimental frames. A typical surface stimulation acquisition protocol included four consecutive trials obtained at 1 min intervals. The responses to peripheral stimulation, especially the bands of decreased fluorescence, were smaller than those evoked by surface stimulation and required additional averaging to detect (10–15 trials).

Immunohistochemistry. A series of animals was used to determine the relationship between the bands of decreased fluorescence and the parasagittal zonation revealed by anti-zebrin II immunostaining. As outlined above, optical imaging in Crus II was used to determine the on- and off-band responses to PF stimulation. Next, lesions were generated in the molecular layer to serve as fiducial markers by passing a DC (250 μA for 1 s) using a stimulating electrode. The lesions were placed either between bands or on the bands. After transcardiac perfusion and coronal sectioning (40 μm), immunostaining of zebrin II was performed (Eisenman and Hawkes, 1993). Cerebellar sections were incubated overnight with anti-zebrin II (1:200) and then with peroxidase-conjugated rabbit/antimouse IgG at room temperature for 1 h (DakoCytomation, Glostrup, Denmark). Immunoreactivity was revealed by using DAB as the peroxidase substrate. The sections with the lesions were recovered, and the zebrin II staining was compared with the banding pattern evoked by surface stimulation.

Data analysis. The first step in the analyses of the optical signals was to generate a series of difference images by subtracting the average of nine control frames, referred to as the control average, from each control and experimental frame. These difference images were then divided by the control average, resulting in images in which the intensity value of each pixel reflects the ΔF/ΔF change in fluorescence intensity relative to the control average. To quantify the amplitude and time course of the on-beam response, a region of interest (ROI) was defined that followed the curvature of the beam (typically 5–10 pixels wide and extending much of the length of the folium). The average ΔF/ΔF in the on-beam ROI was determined. To quantify the off-beam responses, separate ROIs were defined corresponding to the bands of decreased fluorescence on each side of the beam excluding the most medial bands in which the stimulating electrode directly activated the local PCs, inhibitory interneurons, and climbing fibers and caused a fluorescence increase that obscured the weak negative change. Because the three more lateral bands were separated by the beam, a total of six ROIs were defined (one for each patch of decreased fluorescence). The ΔF/ΔF from the six ROIs was averaged together for each frame to yield a time course of the off-beam response (see Fig. 1F). We also measured the intensity profiles along the long axis of the folium for both the off-beam response (i.e., the parasagittal band and intervening regions) and the on-beam response using 5-pixel-wide ROIs that followed the curvature of the beam (see Fig. 1D). Intensity profiles perpendicular to the beam were also determined (see Fig. 1E).

Quantification of the optical responses for the various ROIs was based on the average ΔF/ΔF in a 3.8 s period (8–11.8 s after stimulation onset) from four consecutive stimulation trials. This period included the time at which the on-beam response reached its maximum increase in fluorescence and when the off-beam decrease in fluorescence had nearly reached its maximum. Using this measure of responses, the effects of the various
Figure 1. Surface stimulation in Crus II evokes on-beam increases and off-beam decreases in fluorescence. A, B, Background fluorescence image of Crus II and pseudocolored image of the response to surface stimulation show the on-beam increases in fluorescence and off-beam parasagittal bands of decreased fluorescence. The three more lateral bands are labeled as b1–b3 in the pseudocolored image in B. Surface stimulation parameters were 200 μA, 100 μs pulses at 10 Hz for 10 s (100 pulses total). C, Response to surface stimulation in another animal using 100 μA, 100 μs pulses at 100 Hz for 0.1 s (10 pulses total). The images in B and C are taken from the time period in which the off-beam response is close to maximal (see F). D, Normalized intensity profiles measured along the long axis of the folium of on-beam (black) and off-beam (gray) regions show the alternating pattern of relative increase and decrease for the image in B. The off-beam response was converted to positive values, and both profiles were normalized with the maximum of each set to 1. E, Intensity profiles of the fluorescence changes perpendicular to the beam and aligned with the three parasagittal bands. F, Time courses of the on-beam (dashed lines) and off-beam (solid lines) responses obtained using the two sets of stimulation parameters in B (black traces) and C (gray traces). The horizontal bar below x-axis denotes the 10 s surface stimulation period and the gray arrow the time of the 0.1 s stimulation. The scale bar is 1 mm in this and all subsequent figures.

**Results**

**PF stimulation evokes off-beam bands of decreased fluorescence aligned with the zebrin II parasagittal zonation**

Surface stimulation of the unstained cerebellar cortex evokes a narrow, transverse beam consisting of a large-amplitude increase in fluorescence, followed by a longer-duration decrease (Fig. 1A–C,F). Our initial study focused on the on-beam increase in fluorescence and established that the signal is primarily attributable to PF excitation of its postsynaptic targets and originates from changes in the oxidation state of mitochondrial flavoproteins (Reinert et al., 2004). The present study focuses on the off-beam response to PF stimulation. The off-beam response consists of smaller-amplitude decreases in fluorescence (Fig. 1B, C).

The off-beam decreases in fluorescence are in parasagittally elongated patches (referred to as bands) extending ~300–400 μm in the transverse plane and 500–700 μm in the parasagittal plane (Fig. 1B, C). For the two examples shown, surface stimulation evokes three parasagittal bands (labeled b1–b3). There is also a suggestion of a fourth, more medial band near the site of stimulation (see Fig. 3). The duration or the number of pulses in the stimulus train is not a critical factor in evoking the off-beam decrease in fluorescence. The off-beam bands can be evoked by a wide range of surface stimulation frequencies and durations ranging from 10 Hz for 10 s to 100 Hz for 0.1 s (Fig. 1B, C). However, as discussed below (see Fig. 7), the amplitudes of the on- and off-beam responses are dependent on stimulation amplitude. The off-beam bands are opposed by troughs (relative decreases in fluorescence) within the on-beam response (Fig. 1B, D). The net effect is a highly nonuniform on-beam response. Therefore, the decreases in fluorescence extend through as well as on both sides of the beam.

The on-beam increase in fluorescence rises rapidly to reach a plateau within 1–2 s of stimulus onset, remains elevated for the duration of stimulation, and then reverses to a decrease in fluorescence (Fig. 1F). The rise time is faster for the high-frequency than the lower-frequency stimulation as reported previously (Reinert et al., 2004). For the off-beam bands, the decrease in fluorescence begins at the same time but increases gradually and can persist beyond the stimulation duration. The time of onset for the off-beam bands is similar for different stimulation frequencies and durations (Fig. 1F) and was always detected within the first 200 ms image after stimulation onset. However, the 10 s duration stimulation generates an off-beam decrease in fluorescence that persists beyond the stimulation period (25.2 ± 1.4 s). At these stimulation parameters, the decrease in fluorescence is smaller in amplitude (peak of approximately ~0.2–0.3% ΔF/F) than the on-beam increase (peak of ~0.6–0.7% ΔF/F).

Two experiments assessed whether the off-beam fluorescence decrease was attributable to the reduction of the mitochondrial flavoproteins. In the first, the wavelength sensitivity of the off-beam response was found to have the same excitation and emission properties as the on-beam increase in fluorescence (Huang et al., 2002; Reinert et al., 2004), with peak excitation at 40–42 nm and peak emission at 530 ± 30 nm (Fig. 2A–E). In the second, surface application of diphenyleneiodonium chloride (50 μM), a specific and irreversible blocker of flavoproteins (Majander et al., 1994), eliminates the off-beam response (Fig. 2B, F, G). The wavelength dependence and pharmacological
blocker results confirm that the off-beam decreases in fluorescence originate from mitochondrial flavoproteins, as shown for the on-beam response (Reinert et al., 2004).

The positions of the off-beam decreases in fluorescence are relatively constant across animals. Figure 3A–E shows the responses to surface stimulation in Crus II from five different animals in which the decreases in fluorescence were thresholded and pseudocolored. Because the surface topography and folia orientation varies across animals, these animals were selected based on the similarity of the surface structure in Crus II. In each mouse, surface stimulation evokes three parasagittal bands lateral to the site of surface stimulation and a fourth region located more medially on the folium. In some experiments, the most medial band is more difficult to discern because it is obscured by the stimulating electrode. The composite image in which the thresholded responses were superimposed show that the regions of decreased fluorescence are similar in location and spacing across animals (Fig. 3F).

One concern is whether the off-beam decreases are related to the vasculature on the folia. Visible vessels were traced and drawn on the thresholded optical maps as shown for the five animals in Figures 3A–E. The parasagittally oriented vessels course between and through the bands of decreased fluorescence across animals and even within a single folium. Similarly, the transversely oriented vessels that border the folia course through both the bands and nonband regions. Thus, the location of the bands is independent of the surface vasculature.

The consistency of the positions of the bands suggests that they are structural. This hypothesis was confirmed by stimulation of the PFs at two locations on the surface (Fig. 4A). Stimulation with each electrode separately evokes off-beam bands of decreased fluorescence aligned with decreases in the on-beam response (Fig. 4B, C). Simultaneous stimulation with two electrodes evokes bands of decreased fluorescence that extend across the entire folium (Fig. 4D). The alignment of the bands and regions between the bands is also evident in the relative decreases and increases in the on-beam response. Similar results were observed in four animals. Therefore, the parasagittal bands of decreased activity evoked by PF stimulation are not dependent on site of stimulation. These results provide additional evidence that the regions of decreased fluorescence are organized into bands and not simply patches.

Because the bands extend across the folium, this raises the question of whether the bands reflect the known parasagittal compartmentalization of the cerebellar cortex (Brodal and Kawamura, 1980; Voogd and Bigare, 1980; Hawkes et al., 1992). To address this question, the positions of the bands of decreased fluorescence evoked by surface stimulation were compared with the banding pattern obtained with anti-zebrin II immunostaining in Crus II. To accomplish this, the steps included the following: (1) determining the position of the off-beam bands; (2) marking the positions between the bands (Fig. 5A, B) or on the bands (Fig. 5D, E); and (3) staining with anti-zebrin II antibodies after sectioning (Fig. 5C, F). The positions of the off-beam bands obtained with optical imaging and the anti-zebrin II staining pattern are the same. The three more lateral bands in Crus II (Fig. 1, b1–b3) correspond to P5+, P6+, and P7+, respectively (Eisenman and Hawkes, 1993; Sillitoe and Hawkes, 2002). This finding was replicated in six animals. Therefore, the parasagittal
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bands of decreased fluorescence are structural and in register with the zebrin II compartments.

Parasagittal bands of decreased fluorescence are the result of GABAergic inhibition generated by molecular interneurons

We hypothesized that the off-beam decreases in fluorescence and the aligned on-beam troughs reflect off-beam and on-beam inhibition, respectively, generated by the molecular inhibitory interneurons. Several additional experiments were performed to test this hypothesis. The first was designed to test whether a decrease in flavoprotein autofluorescence is produced by pharmacologically induced neuronal inhibition. Microinjection of the GABA_A agonist muscimol evokes a localized, circular-shaped, significant decrease in fluorescence ($\Delta F/F = -0.36 \pm 0.07\%$) at the injection site, and microinjection of glutamate evokes a significant increase in fluorescence ($\Delta F/F = 1.6 \pm 0.13\%$) relative to control injections ($n = 4$ mice; $p < 0.05$, paired Student’s $t$ test). Therefore, GABAergic inhibition results in the predicted decrease in flavoprotein autofluorescence.

The second test of our hypothesis blocked GABA_A receptors, which mediate a large fraction of molecular layer inhibition (Hausser and Clark, 1997; Mittmann et al., 2005). Surface application of the GABA_A antagonist bicuculline (100 $\mu$M) blocks the off-beam decrease in fluorescence and enhances the on-beam increase in fluorescence (Fig. 6). The loss of the off-beam inhibitory responses leads to increased excitation and transforms the off-beam decrease in fluorescence ($\Delta F/F = -0.19 \pm 0.16\%$) to an increase ($\Delta F/F = 0.21 \pm 0.12\%$) ($n = 4$ mice; $p < 0.05$, paired Student’s $t$ test). Bicuculline also increases the on-beam response by 47.3 $\pm$ 27.5% ($n = 4$ mice; $p < 0.05$, paired Student’s $t$ test).

Note that the on-beam response does not become uniform with the application of the bicuculline, suggesting that the parasagittal variations along the beam are not solely attributable to GABA_A-mediated on-beam inhibition. The effects on- and off-beam show that blocking GABAergic molecular layer inhibition acts both on and off the beam of activated PCs.

The third test of the inhibitory hypothesis used low-amplitude stimulation to preferentially activate stellate cells (Barbour, 1993; Carter and Regehr, 2002). At the lowest stimulation amplitude (50 $\mu$A), the off-beam bands are prominent, whereas the on-
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**Figure 4.** Location of the parasagittal bands does not depend on the site of surface stimulation. **A**, Background fluorescence image showing the location of two electrodes used for surface stimulation. **B, C**, Responses evoked by surface stimulation for each electrode separately (200 $\mu$A, 100 $\mu$s pulses at 10 Hz for 10 s). **D**, Stimulation of both electrodes simultaneously with the same parameters.
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**Figure 5.** Bands of decreased fluorescence are in register with the zebrin II-positive band. **A**, Response to surface stimulation and the site of three electrolytic lesions (red circles) placed between two inhibitory bands in the center of the folium. **B**, Background image of the folium showing the lesion sites and the lesion electrode in place. **C**, Anti-zebrin II immunostaining of a section through the folium shows the location of the lesions between two zebrin II bands that correspond to P5b+ and P6+ (Eisenman and Hawkes, 1993; Sillitoe and Hawkes, 2002). **D–F**, Similar series of images in which two sets of lesions were placed within the two inhibitory bands (D). The recovered lesions are located on the P5b+ and P6+ zebrin II bands (F).
beam response is barely detectable (Fig. 7A). The parasagittal zones of decreased fluorescence extend through the on-beam response, reflecting the activation of both on-beam and off-beam inhibition. As the stimulation strength increases, the on-beam response increases and the off-beam response decreases (Fig. 7B, C). The average amplitude of the off-beam response was a function of stimulation amplitude \( (p < 0.05, \text{ANOVA}) \). Post hoc analysis shows that the off-beam responses evoked by the three lower stimulation strengths (50, 100, and 150 \( \mu \)A) did not differ. However, a significant difference was detected between the smallest and the highest stimulation strengths \( (-0.16 \pm 0.03\% \text{ at } 50 \mu \text{A vs } -0.05 \pm 0.13\% \text{ at } 200 \mu \text{A}; p < 0.05, \text{Duncan’s post hoc test}) \). The explanation for this reduction at the highest stimulation amplitudes is not known, but one contributing factor may be increased light scattering because of the much greater on-beam response. Overall, these observations are consistent with stellate cells being activated at low levels of PF input (Barbour, 1993; Carter and Regehr, 2002) and lateral inhibition having a low threshold and saturating at low stimulus intensity (Cohen and Yarom, 2000).

Although coupled to neuronal activity, the flavoprotein signal is mitochondrial in origin and is a measure of oxidative metabolism (Reinert et al., 2004). Therefore, to confirm the autofluorescence findings with another imaging technique that more directly reflects neuronal activity, \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) and flavoprotein imaging were undertaken in the same animals. As detailed in Materials and Methods, this required making multiple microinjections of the calcium indicator, Oregon Green 488, to stain a folium as uniformly as possible. The on- and off-beam responses to surface stimulation are similar whether monitoring changes in \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) (Fig. 8C) or oxidative metabolism with flavoprotein autofluorescence (Fig. 8B). For both imaging methodologies, surface stimulation evokes an increase in fluorescence on-beam and smaller-amplitude decreases in fluorescence off-beam. The decreases are in parasagittal bands. For the \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) imaging, the time courses show tight coupling to the duration of the stimulation (Fig. 8D), with the on-beam increase and the off-beam decrease beginning at stimulation onset. However, as observed with flavoprotein imaging (Fig. 1F), the off-beam band response develops more slowly than the on-beam response. The on-beam response is not uniform; instead, it exhibits relative decreases in amplitude at the intersections of the parasagittal bands. Similar on- and off-response patterns were observed in five animals in which the two imaging techniques were combined. Bicuculline had similar effects on the responses observed with \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) imaging, augmenting the on-beam and blocking the off-beam responses (data not shown).

Finally, electrophysiological recordings support the hypothesis that the on- and off-beam decreases in fluorescence reflect inhibition. The responses of single neurons recorded in the molecular and PC layers to surface stimulation were compared with the autofluorescence responses (Fig. 9). An effort was made to record cells in four locations: (1) off-beam and off-band, (2) off-beam and on-band, (3) on-beam and off-band, and (4) on-beam and on-band (Fig. 9B–E). The optical responses were used to guide placement of the electrode. A short-latency increase in firing to surface stimulation was used to confirm that a cell was on-beam, i.e., excited by the activated PFs (on-beam) (Fig. 9B, C). A total of 35 neurons were studied, including 15 PCs and 20 unidentified cells. For the 21 cells recorded within a band (on-band) (Fig. 9B, D), surface stimulation evoked a long-duration decrease in simple spike firing in five of the nine PCs and eight of the 12 unidentified cells whether the neuron was on-beam or off-beam. The decrease in simple spike discharge follows a brief increase in firing for the two PCs recorded on-beam and on-band. For the PCs and unidentified neurons recorded on-band that responded to surface stimulation, the average duration was 20.4 ± 24.8 ms, and the average decrease in activity during this period was 89 ± 4%. In contrast, for the six PCs recorded between bands (off-band) (Fig. 9C, E), the simple spike discharge exhibited little if any decrease whether the cell was on-beam \((n = 2)\) or off-beam \((n = 4)\). The same lack of inhibition to surface stimulation was observed for the eight unidentified cells recorded off-band. Only one cell recorded between bands had a significant decrease in firing, with a very short duration of 3 ms. Single-unit recordings confirm that the firing of both PCs and unidentified cells within a band is inhibited by PF stimulation, whereas cells recorded in off-band regions show little evidence of inhibition.
vibrisal pad usually evokes responses in Crus II consisting of one or more discrete patches of increased fluorescence. For the example shown, vibrissal pad stimulation evokes two patches of increased fluorescence (Fig. 10B, C, p1, p2). The more centrally located response, p1, is more prominent (amplitude and area) and was detected in most animals (13 of 15). The more lateral (p2) response patch is of smaller amplitude and was detected in a smaller number of animals (6 of 15). Vibrissal pad stimulation also evokes bands of decreased fluorescence that delineate the areas of increased fluorescence. This includes two bands of decreased fluorescence (Fig. 10B,C) in the same position as the two more lateral inhibitory bands (b2 and b3) evoked with surface stimulation (Fig. 10A,C). The amplitude of the decrease in fluorescence in the bands attributable to peripheral stimulation was small and required additional averaging of stimulation trials to detect. The small response amplitude accounts for both the need for additional averaging and that the bands were observed in only one-third of the experiments using peripheral stimulation (5 of 15). The time course of the increase in fluorescence in the patches and the decreases in fluorescence in the bands (Fig. 10D) is similar to that observed for surface stimulation (Fig. 1F). Therefore, the same bands activated by surface stimulation can be activated by peripheral inputs.

The final experiment examined whether the parasagittally organized inhibition evoked by surface stimulation altered the cerebellar cortical responses to peripheral inputs. In these experiments, surface stimulation at low amplitudes was used to evoke the inhibitory bands (Fig. 11B) while limiting the on-beam response to minimize interference with the responses generated by peripheral stimulation (Fig. 11A). In the example shown, stimulation of the vibrissal pad evokes p1, a patch of increased fluorescence in the middle of Crus II and near its anterior border (Fig. 11), which overlaps with one of the medial inhibitory bands (Fig. 11C). Conjunctive stimulation of the surface and vibrissa results in a large decrease in the peripheral response in the region that overlaps the medial inhibitory band (Fig. 11C,D). The average decrease in the peripheral response in the overlapping region was 81 ± 39% (p < 0.05, paired Student’s t test; n = 4 animals) (Fig. 11E). In contrast, the region of the peripheral response not overlapping the parasagittal band was not significantly affected, with an average decrease of 14 ± 38% (p > 0.05, paired Student’s t test). Therefore, the inhibitory bands generate a highly spatially specific decrease in the responses to peripheral stimulation, confirming that the molecular layer inhibition is not uniform but compartmentalized in parasagittal bands.

Discussion

The first major finding of this study is that molecular layer inhibition evoked by PF stimulation is not spatially uniform but organized in parasagittal bands that span the folium. Several results demonstrate that the compartmentalized off-beam fluorescence decrease is attributable to postsynaptic inhibition generated by MLIs. Postsynaptic molecular layer inhibition is primarily mediated by GABA<sub>A</sub> receptors located on PC somas and dendrites, as
as on stellate and basket cell dendrites (Edgar and Schwartz, 1990; Laurie et al., 1992; Haussler and Clark, 1997). Here we show that the off-beam bands are completely blocked by the GABA\textsubscript{A} antagonist bicuculline. Muscimol, a potent GABA\textsubscript{A} agonist that suppresses the firing of PCs and interneurons (Caesar et al., 2003), produces a decrease in fluorescence. Furthermore, a similar banding pattern was obtained with Ca\textsuperscript{2+} imaging, and most of the Ca\textsuperscript{2+} signal off-beam is likely to arise from the postsynaptic targets of the MLIs (Eilers et al., 1995; Wang et al., 2000; Sullivan et al., 2005). Therefore, the decreases in autofluorescence result from GABA\textsubscript{A} receptor-dependent postsynaptic activity, supporting the concept that the inhibition is generated by MLIs.

The electrophysiological findings confirm that molecular layer inhibition evoked by PF stimulation is compartmentalized into the same parasagittal zones as the fluorescence changes. The discharges of PCs and unidentified neurons located in the bands of decreased fluorescence, either on- or off-beam, are inhibited by PF stimulation. Cells recorded between the bands show little inhibition of their spontaneous firing. The correlation between the decreases in fluorescence and neuronal inhibition also demonstrates that this signal does not simply reflect a parasagittally distributed aspect of oxidative metabolism, such as cytochrome oxidase (Leclerc et al., 1990). The Ca\textsuperscript{2+} imaging findings provide additional evidence that the decrease in fluorescence is attributable to a decrease in neuronal activity that leads to a decrease in oxidative metabolism, consistent with the observation that molecular layer inhibition reduces Ca\textsuperscript{2+} transients in PCs (Callaway et al., 1995).

The inhibition is the result of both basket and stellate cells (Mugnaini, 1972). The off-beam bands extend ~250–350 \textmu m from the activated PFs, consistent with the axonal projection length of the molecular layer inhibitory neurons in rats (Palay and Chan-Palay, 1974). The stellate cells are implicated because the off-beam bands are activated at lower stimulation strengths than on-beam excitation, consistent with the observation that stellate cell spiking is strongly influenced by individual quanta released from PFs (Barbour, 1993; Carter and Regehr, 2002). Because epifluorescence imaging was used, the decreases in flavoprotein autofluorescence or Ca\textsuperscript{2+} fluorescence originate from inhibition generated primarily in the upper molecular layer with possibly some contributions from the deeper PC proximal dendrites. Basket cells may contribute because these neurons also have ascending axons that project to targets in the superficial molecular layer as well as on the more proximal dendrites and somas of PCs (Chan-Palay and Palay, 1972; Mugnaini, 1972). PF stimulation-evoked Golgi cell inhibition on granule cells also contributes to the on-beam inhibition (Cohen and Yarom, 2000), but the deep location of granule cells makes it unlikely that we monitored this inhibition. Also, the inhibition attributable to PC axon recurrent collaterals is unlikely to contribute because the axons in the supraganglionic plexus extend along the same axis as the PFs and those in the infraganglionic plexus project to different folia (Eager, 1965). Therefore, the bands are most likely attributable to activation of stellate and basket cells that in turn generate inhibition of their targets in the molecular layer.

The correspondence between the inhibitory bands and the anti-zebrin II staining is one of the first demonstrations that the parasagittal zones are coupled to an alteration in the basic phys-
Activated by PF stimulation.

A–C. The ROI in red in the inset is the region activated by vibrissa stimulation that did not overlap with the inhibitory band.

Parasagittal bands evoked by PF stimulation reduce and shape the response evoked by peripheral stimulation.

Figure 10. Peripheral stimulation evokes patches of increased fluorescence and parasagittal bands of decreased fluorescence. A, Surface stimulation evokes an on-beam response and three off-beam bands (b1–b3). B, Ipsilateral vibrissal pad stimulation evokes two patches (p1, p2) of increased fluorescence and two parasagittal bands (b2, b3) of decreased fluorescence. C, The contours of the peripheral responses in B (patches in red and bands in blue) were superimposed on a grayscale image of the response to surface stimulation in A. The bands evoked by peripheral stimulation overlap the bands generated by surface stimulation. D, Time courses of the increases in fluorescence (thick lines) from p1 and p2 and the decreases in fluorescence (thin lines) from b2 and b3 of B.

Figure 11. Parasagittal bands evoked by PF stimulation reduce and shape the response evoked by peripheral stimulation. A, Patch of increased fluorescence evoked by stimulation of the ipsilateral vibrissa (V). B, Parasagittal bands evoked by low-amplitude PF stimulation (50 μA, 100 μs pulses at 10 Hz for 10 s). C, Responses to combined stimulation of the PFs and vibrissa (V + PF). The trapezoids in A–C show the region of one of the PF-evoked parasagittal bands in B overlapping the patch evoked by vibrissa stimulation in A. D, ΔF/F for the regions of interest shown in the inset for the vibrissa, PF, and combined stimulation in A–C. The ROI in red in the inset is the region activated by vibrissa stimulation that did not overlap with the inhibitory band resulting from PF stimulation. The ROI in blue is the region activated by vibrissa stimulation that overlapped the inhibitory region activated by PF stimulation. E, Mean ± SD ΔF/F for similar ROIs and stimulation conditions for four animals. Color coding of the ROIs is the same as in D.
drial metabolism, leading to oxidation of flavoproteins and other mitochondrial components (Chance, 1965, 1972; Nicholls and Ferguson, 2002). It is reasonable to assume that a decrease in calcium influx by interneuron inhibition (Callaway et al., 1995) would lead to a decreased metabolic response and, thus, a reduced flavoprotein signal and a decrease in fluorescence. This mechanism would also explain the long time course of the decreased fluorescence in the off-beam bands, which is considerably longer that the reduction in neuronal spiking. A recent in vivo study showed that brief stimulation of PFs evokes Ca$^{2+}$ changes in cerebellar neurons that last several seconds (Sullivan et al., 2005). Therefore, long-lasting reduction in intracellular Ca$^{2+}$ in PC dendrites and/or MLIs would reduce the flavoprotein signal.

The inhibitory bands can be evoked by peripheral stimulation. Furthermore, the parasagittal bands shape the spatial nature of the responses to peripheral input. This suggests that the inhibitory bands contribute to the spatial pattern of PCs activated by mossy fiber inputs. Not only does this further the argument that the off-beam bands are inhibitory but also provides evidence that molecular layer inhibition spatially controls the responses to afferent inputs (Cohen and Yarom, 2000). We propose two functional implications. First, the inhibitory bands may contribute to the patchy mosaic somatotopy described for the responses of PCs to peripheral inputs (Bower and Woolston, 1983). Therefore, the spatial distribution of PC activity is not defined solely by the pattern of granule cells activated but is also determined by the inhibitory interneurons (Cohen and Yarom, 2000). Second, the inhibitory bands may help explain why evidence for PCs being activated along beams has been difficult to obtain (Bower and Woolston, 1983; Cohen and Yarom, 1998). The inhibitory bands, both on and off the beam, would serve to disrupt any beam-like activation of PCs, as suggested previously (Mittmann et al., 2005). The finding that molecular layer inhibition is organized in parasagittal bands provides new functional insights into the compartmentalization of the cerebellar cortex.
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